
1- Post its feedback on questions from SDG measuremment Paper 
 

① Does the idea that Forum member activity extends beyond practical development activity to include 
civil society strengthening and learning for global citizenship have resonance?  

YES! 
 
Especially overlapping with the development model circle (ie development model biggest others 
overlap to lesser extent) 
 
Yes absolutely it must evolve to this. 
 
Yes it was always the principle that experiences should be like yeast in our societies 
 
YES Q The scope is much broader. Volunteerism is a cross cutting mechanism to achieve many 
programme project and development goals (not just civil society development and enhancing global 
citizenship) 
 
YES. Development should be considered as work for justice, peace and the preservation of the 
environment are all global tasks which are relevant for everyone and everywhere on the planet. 
 
YES, but FORUM should pick one as CORE-only because we have limited resources and should focus 
for impact. 
 
YES resonance (imp larger qualss) 
 
YES! 
 

② How might Forum members use this V4SDG data to open spaces and create new opportunities and 
partnerships with donors, member states, the HLPF, and other stakeholders to achieve their desired 
policy outcomes and development objectives? 
 
Data can position organisations better understand strengths relative challenges; feasibility –too 
much variation –not doing all projects 
Advantages - use existing indicators and logframes 
 
This kind of monitoring and evaluation programs will help to link any area of approach maybe an 
engagement with civil society and the private sector. Documenting the program will allow both? the 
private sector to analyse with who to engage 
 
Must be links or why do it? 
 
Influence donors to change investment 
 
Demonstrate impact and value to: 
- funders 
-host country/beneficiary community 
 
Creating a different “language” that we can use to communicate on results and align effort (cross 
sector partnerships) eg corporate 
 
It gives a reporting framework 
Possible to use for research purposes 
If possible, give common members leverage into discussions with donors 
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It might be helpful but “the market” is already ?distributed 
 
Seems like you would need buy in from partner organisations as well 
 
 

③ Are the measurement criteria - Relevant, Feasible, Efficient, Comparable, Reliable and Objective - 
appropriate and sufficient for IVCOs? 
 
YES 
 
Yes, more are needed.-the … may be appropriate for a short term. However the conditions for 
measurement change over time. 
How can we connect with non-ivco groups? Their goals and targets might be different and request 
an alternate measurement approach. 
 
Keep it simple. Start small. Build on it over the next 5 years to show our collective contribution to 1-2 
SDGs 
 
3. keeping it simple vs representing complexity 
Important not to let numbers overshadow the narratives 
Can the transformational inclusive participatory solution oriented nature of volunteerism be 
counted and aggregated? 
 
No-these are already negasting? systems 
 

④ What sort of information is collected currently by Forum members and how is this made available to 
communities and volunteers, and does it play an empowering role for them? 
 
A survey data among partners and volunteers 
-user satisfaction 
-changes on individual and partner level 
B make available to some degree but not really applied outside the organisation 
 
Showcasing the impact of volunteering (in addition to the goals/output measures) 
 
What about an up-beat, innovative multi media IVCO film/graphics for local communities  
 
Information largely donor focused ve detail of the programme 
Most measurement focused on the volunteer journey at local? level 
For the programme we have a tier of outputs/outcomes/impact but int would place manotor? 
 
Some things in place to enable it to be reviewed but mainly at “did we do what we said we’d do level” 
Goals seem easier large number of indicators-need to explore how this will work. 
 
Now quantitative summary on affectations?/deployments shared/published 
Now qualitative  
-by member organisations/people reports 
-deep analysis with recommendations as internal document 
Form-keep it short and simple! To collect and present 
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Data on socio economic status of a marginalised community and share with relevant 
authority/audience and appeal for volunteers and assistance  
 
Not a lot because that is not in the spirit in our volunteering-more on engagement 
We have more operational measurement than volunteering 
 
People reached whose lives have improved thanks to the services provided with the support of the 
IVCO in economic growth, gender equality. Although these results need to be linked to the SDGs. 
Info/results are shared with donors, partner organisations, volunteers. It would play a more 
empowering role if partner were familiar with those new SDGs. 
 
Number of days of volunteers 
Number of local people reached 
 
Situational analysis 
Giving data collection on post disaster, eg after flood. 
What are the most basic needs. 
 
Monthly surveys-impact, service, excellence. What’s useful would be a proposed “framework” that 
we as IVCOs can contribute to, and build on over time to arrive at the final desired “framework”. 
 
Monitoring and evaluation interviews directly with the community we partner with; process is used 
to inform future work with community/ enhancements to support them to achieve their goals 
directly linked to overall program goals. 
Have produced a documentary tracing experience of vols and experience of communities with whom 
they work. 
 
Fostering local and national ownership of the SDGs will be key to achieving them. IVCOs are 
amazingly well positioned to do that. 
 
Volunteer activities/outputs and contribution to development 
Predicting? In hindering factors of volunteer placements 
Measures factors to address hindrance 
Measures them by local partner institutions to sustain work of volunteers 
Shared through sharing …. And reports yes it plays an empowering role. 
 
Is there a baseline measurement? 
Is this pressuring that other vol activities not related to the SDGs wouldn’t be measured? Or 
therefore separate reporting (sports, arts…) 
 
Number of volunteers 
Sector/ activities 
 

⑤ Which of the measurement options presented seem the most appropriate for Forum members? 
Why? i.e.: 
-Develop a Crosswalk? 
-Feed into an aggregating framework  
-Goals vs. targets  
-All, some (10, 16, 17), or alternative/complementary goals and targets?  
-Forum members only or also other IVCOs and other volunteer groups? 
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International volunteering-national impact?. 
 
Needs to be  
-goals focused 
-ICVOs and others and volunteer groups 
-sector wide crosswalk (ie an open source) so organisations can compare and talk. 
 
Seems like the way the “crosswalk” works you could report in any of the other options 
ALL goals would engage more VIOs 
 
Start simple, small steps PILOT 
Interested agencies next year report on it 
Simple framework 
 
SDG 16 and 17 Stay focused. There are probably many that resonate but what is our unique 
contribution as IVCOs 
 
RBM 
Start easy-goals, crosswalk, goal 17. Forum must be ambitious. 
 
This is good direction for IVCOs to undertake on a regular periodic basis individually or collectively 
option should depend on a number of considerations but should eventually feedback to the 
programme evaluation framework being adopted by the IVCOs and responsive to the needs of other 
stakeholders. 
 
Should be very simple and easy system – crosswalk 
 
Few categories 
Goals not targets 
 
Start easy and slow 
Use information available 
 
International volunteering 
-in service in South/North 
-and returning and active cooperating volunteers in local community  
Other volunteer groups –not soccer team, not choir etc, not family care 
 
6. PARKING LOT- broader questions comments  
 
Challenge: ivco partners work with other non ivco agencies and have to comply with their 
monitoring requirements. 
 
Dynamic process: (take what we jointly have) 
How to adjust to SDG will be debate, to have few indicators suggested we might feed in. 
 
What is the minimum commitment that forum members could wish to sign up to? 
 
3. keeping it simple vs representing complexity 
Important not to let numbers overshadow the narratives 
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Can the transformational inclusive participatory solution oriented nature of volunteerism be 
counted and aggregated? 
 
Forum should hold a workshop regarding philosophical frames before we create categories for 
the ?measuring? 
 
Demonstrating leadership by forum board this is why we come to IVCO/join as members. DON’T be 
discouraged by naysayers! 
 
IVCOs can play an important role in disseminating SDGs 
 
Too many indicators in SDGs - must narrow down for reporting purposes but use log frame. 
Data can position 
 
NOTE these were transcribed directly from post its:few not clear to type up-Peter Da 
 


